Digital commerce is about much more than a transaction. Today’s customer—whether B2B or B2C—expects a connected, personalized buying experience—one that intuitively predicts their needs, responds to their preferences and respects their privacy across the whole engagement journey. Through Deloitte Digital’s commerce performance offering, your business can improve and connect buying experiences in ways that build customer trust and spark your growth.

Improve commerce performance. By leaps and bounds.

We hear what you’re saying

We need to activate new sources of revenue—fast.
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Delivering standout human experience

1. Leap the gaps
   - Our deep knowledge of your business and capabilities across the tech-with-talent spectrum help you rapidly orchestrate commerce experiences that spark business growth.

2. Connect to elevate
   - Our relationships across the technology ecosystem enable us to help improve performance from your existing commerce platforms while connecting to new possibilities.

3. Scale for growth
   - We can operate what’s needed when you need it by providing our global depth of on-demand resources—while helping you develop capabilities you need in-house.

Connecting the ecosystem

We work closely with leading providers of communications and digital experience orchestration tools, marketplace platforms and measurement solutions to provide powerful, integrated commerce solutions that fit your business, your people and your existing technology stack.

The capabilities you need, at scale

- Maturity assessment & performance measurement—Our end-to-end analytics capabilities and visualization tools provide insights into what’s working for customers—and for your business.
- Journey orchestration & personalization—Our data-driven content streams and modular assets support flexible, scalable functionalities to help customers feel personally engaged across channels and moments.
- Testing & optimization—Our proven test-and-control frameworks help you refine tactics across paid and owned channels and across the full lead-to-loyalty journey.
- Technology complexity is creating friction for customers.
   - Tools and platforms built for yesterday’s digital commerce are increasingly ill-suited to handle the dynamic expectations of customers in an omnichannel world.
- We need better, faster access to our performance data.
   - Delays in availability and accessibility of data get in the way of making fast, smart business decisions. A unified, customer-centric, real-time view is needed.
- We need to activate new sources of revenue—fast.

- Marketplaces, social selling—the options are out there. But get it wrong, or get beat by the competition, and it could cost precious time, profits...or both.
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MAKING THE LEAP TO BETTER COMMERCE PERFORMANCE.

How a focus on commerce performance helped an iconic jewelry brand shine brighter.

AMBITION
An iconic jewelry brand had recently launched a new digital commerce platform with an aim to grow the company’s omnichannel presence. However, the initial implementation of the platform created ongoing technology and operational issues that negatively impacted customer experiences and provided an inadequate foundation for growth.

SOLUTION
We conducted an assessment of the digital commerce platform—evaluating people, processes and technology. This work provided insights that led to a full-site redesign focused on customer experience, mobile payments, search engine optimization, ADA compliance and performance. The company’s new global platform was built and launched in eight weeks.

To support the company’s growth trajectory goals, we utilized an agile approach to launch additional new features and enhancements as well as strategic capital projects. This approach has enabled the retailer to adapt quickly to real-time business demands and streamline development activities that support new and engaging experiences—all while delivering on strategic initiatives.

IMPACT
The brand has experienced remarkable digital growth since partnering with Deloitte Digital. In addition to accelerating success against key performance indicators, our partnership has delivered and executed a strategic road map of capabilities in rapid succession to orchestrate more integrated omnichannel experiences for customers—helping the brand realize its growth goals, with digital at the forefront of success.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase in digital revenue</th>
<th>Increase in mobile revenue</th>
<th>Conversion improvement</th>
<th>Growth in average order value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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